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covered sofas offered to friends and
family as art gifts, accompanied by a
series of video interviews with the
recipients of the artworks. The
overwhelming scene references
layouts in interior-decorating
magazines. Perhaps, on this anniversary of contemporary art,these
conversions of the everyday have
become modus operandi rather than
the exception and the act of framing
the domestic is now old enough to
be criticised as tradition itself?
Against this in-house critique, Maja
Bajevic recites terse fragments of a
routine of religious observances and
violent actions. The first part-factual
statement, the second a response or
reaction to the fact:“My religion
doesn’t allow me to sleep with
women; so I sleep with boys.” In each
sequence,the impact of the second
half shatters the neutrality of the
fact, indicting a religion complicit in
rape,drug abuse and murder. The
accusatory tone hovers dangerously
on the verge of rage, multiple iterations of each phrase implying that
these are not the sins o f one, but the
crimes of many. As a woman, Bajevic
is essentially distanced from
executing any of the listed offences;
she could not, with ease, be a perpetrator. Against these odds, while
remaining defiantly female, she
assumes a host of male characters,
spitting out patriarchal atrocities
against her sex. Bajevic, brave and
uncompromising in her performance
to camera, compels the viewer to
stay. It is not a pleasant stay, but to
leave would be inexcusable.
Imagine realities, the largest subset,
embraces one of the most outstanding contributions to the exhibition as

a whole. Anri
Sala presents a
documentary of
an extraordinary city mayor
who uses his
municipality, a
small Albanian
city, as his
canvas. With all
of a painter’s
formal consideration for
colour, composition, form and
harmony, he
proceeds to
paint the town

Anri Sala: Dammi i colori, 2003, video still; courtesy Limerick
City Gallery of Art

structure and satisfy his formal
artistic concerns.

Maja Bajevic: Double bubble, 2001, DVD
still; courtesy Limerick City Gallery of Art

red…and blue,and green,and
yellow…
The camera pans the townscape like
a Mondrian in three-dimensions. As
arch-designer, he contemptuously
considers unauthorised extensions to
properties as aberrations of design.
He is pained that p eople have
brutalised form by building crude
additions,and, in ordering the
painting of dwellings, aims in some
way to amend this problem, to heal

This mayor is so passionate about
colour that his very vocabulary is
saturated. Discussing his aesthetic
choices,he uses the full weight of his
mayoral office to exempt him from
apology for exercising such
authority, claiming that, if it were to
be done democratically, they would
arrive at “a golden mean, which
would be gray.” Colour is an animate
force active in this community, a
political issue – not in any representative or symbolic way, but literally.
The mayor points out that colour is a
heated topic of debate,lining conversation in every home, bar and coffee
shop in town: common to all, the
question,“what are the colours doing
to us?”…

He wants The Colours to be an
integral part of the physical and
social architecture of the city and,in
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